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Summary01 Various experiments are underway around the world to build 

a new blockchain-based economic ecosystem. Creating a new 

economic ecosystem can be very challenging.  To meet this 

challenge, foundations with new technologies and novel 

business models are emerging one after another.  However, 

not many models have proven successful in building an 

effective ecosystem as desired. CrypWorld presents the 

following three key areas where our competitive strength can 

help us achieve an effective economic ecosystem. 

First, Decentralized functions and roles of the 

foundation  

The most important factor in building an effective economic 

ecosystem is the foundation's capacity.  CrypWorld aims to 

create an open ecosystem so that more operators can easily 

join the foundation. The foundation's open ecosystem breaks 

down and divides the roles and functions within, so that it 

can effectively bring in the combined energy needed for a 

more efficient ecosystem. Businesses participating in the 

foundation's open ecosystem add value to the CrypWorld 

through the normal process of their business activity; 

maximization of profits. The foundation's open ecosystem 

will provide a platform through token staking and smart 

contracts. Through them, the system effectively manages 

numerous operators participating in the open ecosystem and 

provides a trusted system for business compensation.  

Second, The convergence of real space and metaverse 

CrypWorld is represented by two ecosystems: the real space 

and the metaverse.
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It is a structure in which the ecosystems of the two grow and develop together through a 

process of convergence.  It is a structure in which activities in the real world are linked 

to metaverse data and activities in metaverse are also linked to the real world.  Through 

such interaction, users introduced into the metaverse will be guided to the real space 

service and their experience from the real space will also be applied to the metaverse to 

expand the user experience. Therefore, they expand the ecosystem by increasing the 

reuse rate and the real user time. 

Third, The stability and convenience of the payment system 

For the CrypWorld ecosystem to operate effectively, the payment system must be 

reliable and convenient to use.  CrypWorld provides a gold-backed payment system. This 

gold-backed payment system not only provides great liquidity, but also provides hedging 

against the possible foreign exchange risks and inflation. Based on this model, we can 

help to bring in more global transactions.  
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02 2.1 What is CrypWorld? 

CrypWorld aims to build a ‘Hyerconnect’ society through a 

decentralized blockchain. The goal is to systematically 

connect economic activities in real space with various 

activities and services in metaverse, and also provide trust 

and convenience to various transactions taking place within 

the ecosystem. CrypWorld wants to focus on the 

‘Accessibility’ and ‘Publicity’ in order to build a successful 

ecosystem.  Despite the ready availability of the blockchain 

technology, users still face too many unfamiliar elements, 

which can hinder the smooth operation of the ecosystem. 

To eliminate such unfamiliarities, we must be able to provide 

opportunities for User Experience. CrypWorld is building a 

solid service infrastructure by expanding the foundation's 

capacity on and offline, and create a continuous User 

Experience. Businesses wishing to participate in the 

CrypWorld service infrastructure are required to stake CWC 

tokens issued by the CrypWorld ecosystem to qualify, and 

then through Smart contracts their r ights and 

responsibilities can be further defined and structured.  The 

CrypWorld ecosystem's service infrastructure expands and 

systematically connects between the real world and 

metaverse space.  

In real space, the CrypWorld service infrastructure expands 

based on the ‘Growth Pole’ strategy.  ‘Growth Pole’ strategy 

focuses on investing in ‘Nodal Points’ with highest growth 

potential. 
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● CrypWorld Local is a partner responsible for the CrypWorld ecosystem at the

national level. They will establish operational plans that fit the legal and

institutional framework of the local country and have an obligation to manage their

subordinate partners, CrypWorld Branch.

● CrypWorld Branch is a partner in charge of metropolitan areas. They play a role in

absorbing local business operators into the ecosystem within the metropolitan areas.

They will be obligated to manage their sub-partner, CrypWorld Agency.
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Then, the resulting development effect is expected to affect the surrounding areas and 

induce the overall development.  Based on the ‘Growth Pole’ strategy, the CrypWorld 

service infrastructure in real space will expand through vertical and horizontal 

connections.  Businesses participating in the CrypWorld service infrastructure in real 

space are guaranteed exclusive rights based on geographical space. Therefore, as the 

number of users increase within that area, more rewards are offered to their businesses. 
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● CrypWorld Agency is the smallest unit of partnership. They usually bring in and

manage CrypWorld users.

In the metaverse space, the CrypWorld service infrastructure expands by business area.  

Businesses wishing to operate in each field will acquire business rights that can match 

the size of the business they plan to run.  However, unlike operators in the real space, 

they do not provide any form of exclusive rights. Therefore, there will be a fierce 

competition among the operators who participate in each business field. In the 

metaverse space, the CrypWorld service infrastructure expands through this competitive 

process, and only competitive operators survive.  So, this will help maintain and enhance 

the quality of the overall service infrastructure.

As mentioned above, the CrypWorld service infrastructure expands both in real world 

and metaverse through the divided roles and functions of the foundation. The expansion 

in real space progresses as a vertical assembly, and the expansion in the metaverse 

progresses as a horizontal competition.  
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The credentials of operators who participate in the infrastructure and the main 

foundation can be established through CWC token staking and the corresponding smart 

contracts. In the process of pursuing each business operator's own interest, the 

foundation's functions and roles will be shared, and through this, the CrypWorld 

ecosystem can expand. 

In CrypWorld, ordinary users use a payment system called CrypWorldGold (CWG).  CWG 

operates based on gold deposit.  The main reason CrypWorld uses the gold backed 

payment system is that the public can readily recognize its intrinsic value.  From an 

economic point of view, Gold is the best asset backing that can offer greater advantage 

in providing liquidity and it can also hedge against exchange rate risks and inflation.  

The world's gold inventory exceeds 190,000 tons. Converting this into dollar value, it 

exceeds 10 trillion dollars, twice the amount of U.S. currency (M1). It may not be easy to 

liquidate gold for an exchange in real life, like other currencies.  However, CrypWorld 

solved this problem by issuing and using gold-backed CWG.   The potential demand on 

gold for liquidity is sufficient.
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The liquidity supply of the CWG is determined by the holders who stake the CWC.  

Holders who have staked the CWC can exercise their right to vote for additional CWG 

issues according to their respective quantity and can receive compensation for 

participating in the voting process. Gold holders who want to issue CWG will first 

deposit gold in the designated trustee and pay CWG, equivalent to 3% of the deposited 

gold, as issuance fees before proceeding with the vote.  If the vote fails, CWG issuance 

will be canceled.  Then, the deposited gold will be retrieved by the holder, but the 3% fee 

will be paid as a reward to those who participated in the voting process.  They will not be 

reimbursed regardless of the outcome of the vote.

2.2 Our Mission 

CrypWorld's goal is to build a blockchain ecosystem where users can find it more 

convenient to use at a lower cost in their own living space.  With that purpose in mind, 

we will evolve the CrypWorld ecosystem as follows. 

● CrypWorld will continue to reduce the cost of transactions by reducing the

intermediate stage transactions.

● CrypWorld will create more global transactions by eliminating exchange rate risks.

● CrypWorld will manage and maintain transparency with gold asset inventories used

in the payment system for everyone to see.

● CrypWorld will provide a safe P2P trading environment to provide more diverse

opportunities.

● CrypWorld will provide a decentralized and transparent compensation system to

ensure fair distribution of added value to contributors as the ecosystem grows.
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2.3 Governance 

Major decisions in the CrypWorld ecosystem are made through the ‘Proposal and Vote’ 

procedure.  In order to proceed with Proposal by voting, the proposer must deposit the 

CWG to be paid as a reward to the voting participants. The CWG deposited for voting will 

not be returned regardless of the voting outcome.
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Proposal proceeds in two forms. The first form of proposal is 'proposal for a better 

ecosystem'.  Those who can qualify to make ‘proposal for a better ecosystem’ are limited 

only to the Main Foundation operators and the CrypWorld Local Operator status by 

country. The second form of proposal is 'Proposal for the additional liquidity supply of 

the payment system'.  The qualify to make this offer the Gold Holder must entrust his 

gold reserve to the trust agency designated by the Foundation. 

The right to Vote is given to holders who have staked the CrypWorldCoin (CWC) 

according to the number of CWCs they own. The vote is accepted and executed if more 

than 50% of the votes are obtained based on the number of CWC participants.  If less 

than 50%, the proposal is discarded.

2.4 Way to Contribute 

Participants who wish to contribute to the growth of the CrypWorld ecosystem can 

acquire the distributed roles and functions by staking a certain amount of 

CrypWorldCoin (CWC).  Based on the distributed functions and roles of foundation so 

acquired, one can contribute to the establishment and growth of the CrypWorld 

ecosystem. In addition, you can exercise your right to vote on major democratic 

decision-making proposals within the CrypWorld ecosystem. This contributes to the 

foundation's democratic decision-making structure. Compensation for the contributors 

is provided in three forms as follows. 

The benefits of the participants are as follows. 

The operators who possess geographical exclusive rights in the real space can gain 

profits in the form of premiums when selling/transferring their rights to others. 

The anticipated gains and benefits will attract potential participants to the Crypworld 

ecosystem.  The system will multiply in compounded proportion as more contributes to 

the ecosystem. 
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Expectations for compensation attract contributors to the CrypWorld ecosystem, and 

through the network effect, the value of the ecosystem increases exponentially 

according to the number of contributors. 

If users return their rights for the distributed functions and roles of the foundation, the 

staked CWC tokens will be released from the ‘lock-up’ evenly over 10 weeks to be added 

to the circulating volume. This is a market stabilization policy to prevent the rapid 

disruption to the balance of supply and demand for the CWC. 
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03 3.1 A decentralized foundation ecosystem  

Partners who want to grow the CrypWorld ecosystem 

together will stake CWC tokens and receive delegated 

responsibility and authority from the foundation. Through 

this, various forms of compensation can be offered. It is 

managed by Smart Contract and there is no need for any 

separate management or trust. The system can operate 

systematically without management monitoring.

3.2 Main Foundation secured 1 ton of gold  

CWG, a payment system used in the CrypWorld ecosystem, 

operates based on gold backing. However, it is not easy to 

supply liquidity based on gold in the early stage of ecosystem 

formation. If the initial liquidity supply is not secured, it will 

not help to motivate participants.  However, the CrypWorld 

Main Foundation has already secured 1 ton of gold needed 

for the initial liquidity supply; completely providing secure 

payment system and also solving CWG liquidity problems. 
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3.3 A real-time notification system for CWG liquidity 

As the liquidity of CWG increases within the payment system used for various 

transactions in the CrypWorld, some may find it difficult to trust or verify the actual 

amount of gold held as security.  If the transparency cannot be demonstrated, the basic 

trust in the ecosystem can be shaken. CrypWorld will provide real time information on 

the inventory of gold through an authorized third-party trust agency. 

3.4 Ownership Protection System for Digital Assets 

Various contents from the Metaverse ecosystem are used to prove rights and generate 

profits. Therefore, the contents inside the Metaverse are digital assets whose ownership 

should be securely protected.  CrypWorld can reliably manage ownership of digital 

assets with hash values that match smart contracts and digital content. This is an 

essential element for expanding the metaverse ecosystem. 
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04 4.1 Digital Jeweler’s 

C r y p Wo r l d s e l l s d i g i t a l g o l d c e r t i f i c a t e s , C WG 

(CrypWorldGold).  CWG is sold at market value based on the 

global market price. The authority to operate digital gold 

shop is within the CrypWorld Agency by region.

4.2 Digital Pawnshop 

The CrypWorld agencies have the right to operate CrypWorld 

Digital Pawn Shops. Digital Pawn Shops can provide their 

services based on assets, digital assets or CrypWorld's digital 

assets recognized through its own NFT technology. Services 

can include valuation of client's asset, safekeeping and 

various other facilitating services.

4.3 Metaverse 

CrypWorld Metaverse is a system that creates digital clones 

in a virtual space for everything that exists in reality and it 

implements by digitalizing real life events within the virtual 

space. Based on this system, the virtual and the reality 

interacts within a digital world. CrypWorld Metaverse is a 

world that connects virtual space and the reality by 

expressing the real world as it is, not as an artificial or 

imaginary world.  CrypWorld Metaverse is a virtual world that 

digitalizes numerous objects and events in the real world 

into the CrypWorld Metaverse space to provide a platform 

that can communicate, link, and exchange with each other.  
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CrypWorld Metaverse implements the same digital world as the real world in the virtual 

world space.  What has been done in the virtual world is reflected in the real world to 

form the same feasible ecosystem. In addition, CrypWorld Metaverse does not separate 

reality and virtuality, but tries to apply virtual hologram technology to reality by mixing 

virtual space and real space and expanding it to a mixed real world. The CrypWorld 

Metaverse aims to create a world that connects and converges the two different worlds, 

real and virtual space. There is no limit to what users can do in the world of CrypWorld 

Metaverse, and these are also encrypted and assetized by blockchain technology. The 

advantage of assetizing in this way is that it has value as a data-based asset and enables 

historical tracking.

CrypWorld Metaverse is a newly pioneered virtual space based on the CrypWorld 

blockchain, enabling strong trust among members and providing a different dimension 

of life from the real world. Various activities such as general commerce, asset 

transactions, entertainment, education, and meetings in the real world are performed 

fairly and safely in the virtual world through the CrypWorld Metaverse platform. 
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What has been viewed as a limitation of metaverse technology until now is that the real 

world is steadily transforming and evolving, but the virtual world stayed still, creating a 

gap between reality and the virtual world.  However, CrypWorld Metaverse applies a 

different technology that fills the gap that users may feel from a virtual space by 

connecting and bringing real-world, real time.
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Coin Issue

Coin Name CRYPWORLD

Symbol CWC

Network ERC 20

Total Issuance 295,449,825개

51%

24%

5%

5%

5%

10%

Listing

Marketing

Develpment

Partners

Crypworld Foundation

Founder

5.1 CWC Distribution



5.2 Internal control and Owner’s rights
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Lock-Up plan

0

75,000,000

150,000,000

225,000,000

300,000,000

Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 1Q 2Q 2Q
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

Listing

Marketing Development

Partners Crypworld Foundation

Founder

Owner’s Rights 

CWC will not be additionally issued 

CW is a blockchain platform that allows real assets to be traded as digital assets
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Team 

CHAEKYUN CHON     Founder, Chairman 
Cosmos Engineering, Mac System, Yeca Bank, Bando High Tech, Dry Bay, 
Cosmo Trading,  
Cosmos Vision, InterWorks Communication, Beijing Cheongho, Unico Co., 
Ltd. Founder 
CEO Cosmos Engineering, Worked in IT Dept with Samsung Electronics, 
Cosmos Systems 
Mac Systems, DaeA Mutual Saving bank, HanDok, MiWon, Dept of Labor 
Received Jangyoungsil Science and Culture Award, Graduated ChungAng 
University, 

SEUNGSIK LEE       Co-Founder

Worked with SamYang, WoongJin, and AMERITRUST INVESTMENT BANK 
CEO of Korea-Mongolia Resource Development 
Graduated ChunNam Techno University 

HYUNGSIK JEON  Ph.D  COO
Worked in SteelM Director, WSnetworks Japan Director, BGB HongKong 
CEO 
Graduated Korea University, Waseda University Graduate School Student 
Ph.D at Tohoku University, Professor at Korea University 
Guest Professor at Tezukayama Gakuin University 
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JUNHO CHON     CCO
MoneyCoach Co. Financial planner 
Smart Fund Management System Project 
LEADERS Co. Financial planner 
IFA Co. Financial planner 
Korea Financial Design Consultation Center Financial planner 
KNS News System Ministry of Economy reporter 
Global Band Marketing Co. Planning Manager 
M Economic Education 
Graduated DANKUK University

UNKYO PARK    CMO

SaehanMedia Management Team Leader,  
Digital Media Management Team Leader,  
BuiPost Management Dept Head, Independence CFO, 
Shanhai HeeWon Ltd Vice President, Caesar CEO,  
Yedang Executive Director 
Graduated Korea University

YOUNGJU LIM	  Auditor

GeumVit Corp Co., Ltd.
Protox Co., Ltd. Medica Korea Co., Ltd.  
Seoul Securities Co., Ltd. 
Graduate in business administration at Korea National University of  
Broadcasting and Communications.

DONGSIK OH    Dapp Head of Development Team

Samsung Electronic co. computer lab.
Mac Systems, 
Hanil Computer Development Co., Ltd. 
SBI Savings Bank. 
Mokpo Commercial High School.
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YOUSIN KUARK   Vice-chairman

President Director in COCONUT INVESTMENT PTE., LTD 
Oil Mining & Consulting 
M&A / Fund Management 
Coal & Commodity Trading 
Business Consulting 
Harvest Private Equity Co., Ltd - Vice Chairman 
SNNK Private Equity Co., Ltd (M&A) - Vice Chairman 
Daesin Security Co., Ltd (M&A) - Managing Director 
Arthur Andersen (Strategic Consulting) - Director 
Mckinsey&Company - Associate 
JoongAng University, Bachelor 
Seoul National University, Executive MBA
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DAVIS KO      System & Metaverse Leader

Founder and CEO of ShinIl Information Communication, P&Joy, Davis 
Founder of Korea Real 3D Producer Association and  
Director of Contents R&D Section 
Graduated Korea National Open University

STEVEN LIM	 Head of Metaverse R&D

Adjunct Professor at HanYang University,   
Adjunct Professor at Kaywon University,  
Adjunct Professor at Suwon Women's Collage,  
Visiting Professor at Kookje Collage :  
The highest level of education : Dongsung High School

SONGJUK SEO    CIS Division

Graduated Kaywon High School of Arts   
Graduated Seoul Institute of the Arts 
CEO, Korealex. Co., Ltd

VICTOR KIM    CIS Division

Chief Engineer, Far east CEO 
Khabarovsk Territorial Design Institute, Russia 
Vice president, Donghae STF Co., Ltd 
Graduated Pacific State University, Russia
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JIHYUN JOO	 Head of R&D

Worked in IT Dept with SamMi Group, SamMi Special Steel,  
CEO of Deokil Industry,  
Developed IT systems for Seoul University Hospital,  
JongRo Book Store and many others, 
Graduated Korea National Open University
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TAEKYU KIM      International Division

Chairman, Neo World Co., Ltd
President, Neo Korea Trading Co., Ltd 
Graduated Korea University 
Advanced Industrial Strategy Program, Seoul National University

PETER CHA<SUK HWAN>    International Division

CEO, Neo Korea Corp.
Executive Director, Neo World Co., Ltd 
Graduated Sejong University

HARRY KIM<UN HWI>      Advisor

CEO, Handok IT Co., Ltd
CEO, Handok Textile Co., Ltd

Graduated Hanyang University

JOHN SO       Advisor

Director, Advance Corp Pty Ltd, Wego Global Pty Ltd, Wego Holdings Pty Ltd   
Commonwealth Bank of Australia; Operations, Loans & International Trade, 
Public Service with Commonwealth Government of Australia  
Public Service with NSW Government, Australia  
Graduated University of Technology Sydney
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YOUNGTAE LEE    China Division

Auditor, Shanghai National Unification Advisory Council      
Chairman, Operation Committee, Shanghai Korean School 
Vice Chairman, Korean Business Council (IT Business Sector) 
President, Shanghai Giant Taewoo Tech Co., Ltd 
Graduated MyoengJi University 
Master of Business Administration at SeongGyunGwan University 
Completed Business Administration Course at Beijing University of 
International Trade
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TAKAZUMI KATAYAMA.        Adivisor
Chairman, BERT 
World Motor Cycle Champion 
General Superintendent, “Racing Team Katayama” 
Founded the first professional motor cycle racing organization in Japan 
Founded and coached female motor cycle racing team in Japan 
Set up on-line digital system for 800 motor cycle shops 
Many media contracts and appearances in Japan

SUN MIN KIM Ph.D         Advisor

Professor of Japanese Studies at Sookmyung Women's University, present  
A visiting professor at Hokkaido University 
Tezukayamagakuin University Special Professor in Japan 
Graduated Korea University, Department of History 
Graduated Waseda University Graduate School in Japan, Master’s degree 
Graduated Waseda University Graduate School in Japan, Doctoral degree

EUL SUK AHN        Advisor

Court Judge of Korea
Law firm Jangin, Representative lawyer 
Director and Chairman of the Board of Kyonggi University 
Graduated Korea University, College of Law
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PUNGYEON JO    CMO

Dotforceco, LTD-Domain Registration Agency, Finance team. 
Ameritrust USA-Investment bank, Finance team. 
Graduated Gongju National University, Cheonan Technical College, Electronic 
Engineering.

DAVID IK. CHO, Ph.D       Advisor

CEO, MO ventures co. ltd,.  
Adjunct Professor, College of Business & Economics, Chungang-University 
President, HQ Investment CORP 
Vice President, MARU Investment Advisory  
Research Head, Heungkuk Securities(Korea Famous Group) 
Equity Enalyst, SHINHAN INVESTMENT CORP(Korea’s Top Financial Group)        
12 years served Equity Analyst (Shipbuilding/Automobile)   
Best Analyst(The Award-winning) :  Shipbuilding 
SungKyunKwan Univesity(Ph.D) , KOREA University(MBA), Yonsei University(B.A)
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Roadmap 
2017 Established and started the CrypWorld Project

Q4 Started the CrypWorld Blockchain Project in Seoul, Korea

2018 System analysis, patent application, White Paper

Q1

Q2

Q3

Established the basics of the CrypWorld system

CrypWorld’s 1st White Paper

Patent application 1, 2 related to blockchain

2019 Establishment of a blockchain research team

Q1

Q2

CrypWorld Community formed

Developing the CrypWorld Metaverse System

2020 Establishment of CrypWorld Korea

Q3

Q4

Establishment of CrypWorld Korea

CrypWorld’s mainnet development started

2021 Developing a platform in CrypWorld

Q1

Q2

Cooperation in AI development/Patent1, 2 registration.

Developing a platform in CrypWorld

Q3

Q4

Securing 1 ton of gold to issue CWG

Real-World demonstration store is open

2022 CrypWorld mainnet beta will be scheduled to open

Q1

Q2

CrypWorld Coin listing will be held

Metaverse Museum / CrypWorld mainnet beta service will open

Q3

Q4

CWG will be issued and sold. NFT will be opened

CrypWorld Local will be opened in 4 major countries

2023 CrypWorld Metaverse will be expanded
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09. Disclaimer
Notice to all participants as follows.  The information presented in this white paper does 

not constitute contractual obligations. Please review this paper and consider the 

presented business contents and risk factors in order to make own evaluation for any 

possible uncertainties. This document contains confidential information. Copying and/

or distributing this document without permission can lead to civil and criminal 

implications.  

1. This white paper was prepared for the purpose of explaining and describing the CrypWorld
ecosystem, and the project schedule can be reviewed and modified subject to the state of further
progress and other related factors.
2. The version of this white paper was written based on the date shown on the first page, and its
content reflects the business progress up to such date and may be changed at any time.
3. The version of this white paper may be changed and updated anytime as required to modify
the content.
4. This paper is not prepared to solicit investors and cannot be interpreted as an investment
proposal or such presentation.
5. The distribution of CWC will be done through a separate contract.  If the contract does not
match the content of this white paper, the content of the contract shall take precedence.
6. The CWC defined in this white paper cannot be construed as a financial instrument such as
bonds, stocks, securities, derivatives etc., and no such claims are made.  CWC does not guarantee
interest income or profits in any form.
7. This paper does not guarantee the business integrity promoted by the CrypWorld and is not
responsible for any errors or delays in the schedule that may happen in the process of providing
and developing services and other related matters.
8. The contents of this white paper cannot be construed as a documentation concerning legal,
financial, accounting or tax matters.  The application standard for the CrypWorld ecosystem
must be based on the legal and governmental policies of each local country and region.  Users 
may require an independent consultation, and the CrypWorld cannot be held liable.  
9. Unexpected delays or losses may incur in rare incidents such as system attacks from a third
party or natural disasters, constituting a force major.
10. CrypWorld is not responsible for any risks associated with loss or leakage of personal KEY.
11. CrypWorld is not immune to the market changes, coin depreciation, economic uncertainties,
political risks, and the competition etc., and any such factors may affect the development and
direction/plans of the CrypWorld.
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